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Processing information

Psychologists distinguish between two types of memory
• Limited capacity primary memory (“working memory”)

• Unlimited capacity secondary memory (“long term memory”)

“Learning” is the process of transfer of new information from working 
memory to long term memory, typically by associating it with some 
existing prior knowledge

Hence working memory is of interest when thinking about learning



Information Processing Model

A. H. Johnstone, An information processing model of learning: Its application to an 
undergraduate laboratory course in chemistry, Studies in Higher Education, 1994, 19, 77-87.



“Limited capacity”

Miller, G. A. The magical number seven, plus or minus two: Some limits on our capacity for processing information. Psych. Rev. 1956, 63, 81−97.
Cowan, N. The magical number 4 in short-term memory: A reconsideration of mental storage capacity. Behav. Brain Sci. 2001, 24, 87−185.
Bays, P. M.; Husain, M. Dynamic shifts of limited working memory resources in human vision. Science 2008, 321, 851−854.





• Intrinsic Load: Difficulty of route

• Extraneous Load: Quality of Directions

• Germane Load: Actions to get to destination
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“Measuring” cognitive load

• Performance
• E.g. Stroop Test “Yellow”

• Subjective
• E. g. Users rate the difficulty of a task

• Physiological
• E.g. Eyes (dilation, blink rate), heart rate, sweat



Cognitive Load and Multimedia

Richard E. Mayer, Multimedia Learning, Cambridge University Press, 2009



M. K. Seery, The Role of Prior Knowledge in Undergraduate Performance in Chemistry – A Correlation-

Prediction Study, Chem. Educ. Res. Pract., 2009, 10, 227 – 232.

64%

50%

(p < .0005)

No correlation in second and subsequent years



Chemistry in Britain, 1981, 17, 130-135
See also Chemical Society Reviews, 1980, 9, 365.

1981



Pre-lecture resources



M. K. Seery and R. Donnelly, The implementation of pre-lecture resources to reduce in-class 
cognitive load, British Journal of Educational Technology, 2012, 43, 667–677.





Extraneous load

Dechsri, P., Jones, L. L., & Heikkinen, H. W. (1997). Effect of a labratory manual design incorporating visual 
information‐processing aids on student learning and attitudes. Journal of Research in Science Teaching, 34(9), 891-904.



Extraneous load

Dechsri, P., Jones, L. L., & Heikkinen, H. W. (1997). Effect of a labratory manual design incorporating visual 
information‐processing aids on student learning and attitudes. Journal of Research in Science Teaching, 34(9), 891-904.

“significantly higher scores on measures of achievement and 

psychomotor skills, and also stimulated students to develop more 

favorable attitudes toward the laboratory activities”



“Fewer practical related 
questions in the (school) 
lab”

Paterson, D. J. (2019). Design and Evaluation of Integrated Instructions in Secondary-Level Chemistry 

Practical Work. Journal of Chemical Education, 96(11), 2510-2517.
See also: https://dave2004b.wordpress.com/integrated-instructions/

https://dave2004b.wordpress.com/integrated-instructions/




Germane Load

Crippen, K. J., & Brooks, D. W. (2009). Applying cognitive theory to chemistry instruction: the case for 
worked examples. Chemistry Education Research and Practice, 10(1), 35-41.



Worked examples

Michael Seery and Christine O’Connor, E-learning and Blended Learning in Chemistry Education, in Chemistry 
Education: Best Practices, Innovative Strategies and New Technologies, Javier Garcia-Martinez, Elena Serrano-
Torregrosa, (Eds), Wiley-VCH, 2015 



Moving On #1

Thinking more broadly about learning scenarios with a cognitive load 
perspective



What knowledge do students draw upon for application?









“It is not uncommon in undergraduate laboratories to see 
students working as fast as possible just to get finished, 
with little or no thought about what they are doing.”



Beyond a simple cognitive load framework

Experimental 
technique

Recognizing 
apparatus

Written 
instructions

Theory

Verbal 
instructions

Experimental 
outputs

Lab book 
recording

Lab 
routines

Safety 
procedures

Handling 
protocols

Agustian, H. Y. & Seery, M. K. 2017. Reasserting the role of pre-laboratory activities in chemistry 
education: a proposed framework for their design. Chem. Educ. Res. Pract., 18, 518-532.



Beyond a simple cognitive load framework
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• Pre lab review summary slides

H. Y. Agustian and M. K. Seery, Reasserting the role of pre-laboratory activities in chemistry education: a proposed framework for their design, 
Chemistry Education Research and Practice, 2017, 18, 518-532, DOI: 10.1039/C7RP00140A





Moving on #2
Students are human beings



Literature review: synopsis of benefits
Category Summary finding: Pre-laboratory activity tends

Overall • to have a positive impact on learning in the laboratory. 

Experimental

• to increase the work requirements of students outside of formal class time

• to increase the efficiency of students’ lab work

• to result in students reserving questions for more complex techniques

• to lead to fewer experimental errors

• to result in improved understanding and efficiency of laboratory tasks, especially when students are prompted to 

consider overall approaches rather than stepwise instructions

Conceptual

• to result in students discussing conceptual aspects more or feeling better informed about conceptual aspects.

• to result in students performing better in the laboratory. 

• to lead students to feeling more autonomous about completing their laboratory work. 

Affective

• to enable students to feel more confident about laboratory work, and/or reduced student anxiety about knowing what to 

do during their practical session. 

• to motivate students about doing practical work, although there may need to be an extrinsic driver (such as assessment 

reward) to complete these activities. 

H. Y. Agustian and M. K. Seery, Reasserting the role of pre-laboratory activities in chemistry education: a proposed framework for their design, 
Chemistry Education Research and Practice, 2017, 18, 518-532, DOI: 10.1039/C7RP00140A



Discussion suggestions

• Are there problems just thinking about “bits of information”?

• Is it too utilitarian? Isn’t learning richer than this?!

• Application beyond chemistry/sciences?

• Limitations of CLT (not a theory(!), not summative)?


